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Executive Summary 
 The definition of a “desktop” has changed, with a plethora of new devices, Bring Your 
Own Device (BYOD) strategies, desktop and application virtualization architectures, 
Windows upgrades, and consumerization of IT all driving a major transformation. Desktop 
and application virtualization solutions and best practices have matured and are now 
gaining traction, with many projects succeeding where past efforts had failed. However, IT 
continues to struggle with time-consuming, costly support and upgrade issues, and now 
faces BYOD challenges, while users clamor for increased mobility, new device support, 
and an increasing range of requirements. Knowing your user base and their range of 
requirements is the first step towards successful transformation. 

 In order to meet the wide range of user requirements, most organizations will require 
a combination of technologies and vendors. Successful transformation will involve more 
than VDI, with combinations of VDI and hosted/published desktops and applications, and 
layering of application virtualization, and personalization as part of the mix. In addition, 
most organizations will likely be a hybrid environment in terms of vendors, combining 
solutions from VMware, Citrix, Microsoft and others. 

With many of the barriers of the past eliminated, re-evaluating desktop strategies 
today can bring huge benefits. If done well, centralizing and modernizing desktops and 
applications can dramatically reduce desktop management and support costs AND 
improve user satisfaction. The caveat is that if done badly, it can drive up the cost per 
desktop AND make for very unhappy users. However, by carefully planning, implementing 
and managing a well-thought-out desktop transformation strategy, you can provide cost-
effective, secure desktop and application access from any device, anywhere. Leveraging 
the best of today’s technologies, learning from mistakes of the past, and paying attention 
to the considerations and recommendations described in this white paper can help ensure 
your successful desktop transformation, and help you start right to end right. 
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Introduction: Defining the New “Desktop”
 The definition of a “desktop” has changed over the last ten years from a Personal Computer 
sitting on a desk to a virtual computing “workspace” where tasks are accomplished, 
regardless of the device, operating system, location, or connection. This workspace 
still includes traditional desktop and laptop PCs but has now evolved to include myriad 
new devices from thin/zero clients to smartphones to the ever-growing world of tablet 
devices. In addition, desktop and application virtualization technologies have matured, 
enabling the abstraction of virtual desktops and applications away from the underlying 
devices. This allows centrally managed virtual desktops and applications to run remotely 
on a variety of devices, delivering a broad set of options for integrating corporate and 
web-based applications across the growing range of devices. IT organizations are working 
to leverage virtualization to better integrate these new devices, support Bring your own 
Device (BYOD) initiatives, and implement/integrate Enterprise App Stores to allow users 
to connect from the device of their choice, and download approved, appropriate apps for 
their devices. All of these technologies are still evolving, with new approaches continually 
emerging, such as client and mobile hypervisors, applications running within the browser 
itself, data/file sharing and synchronization in the cloud, and more. 

Overall, this transformation involves a shift from the traditional focus on desktops 
with applications, to focusing on applications that run on desktops, laptops, tablets, 
smartphones, kiosks, and whatever devices come next. The term “desktop” has become 
a metaphor for the collective devices, applications, technologies, services and content to 
which users subscribe both within the enterprise and in the cloud. 

 IT Infrastructure Trends 

There are a number of key trends relative to desktop and application delivery that are 
working together to shape this desktop transformation. 

Consumerization of IT 

The term “consumerization of IT” often is used to describe this new onslaught of consumer 
devices – iPads, iPhones, Android tablets and phones, etc. Although these devices are 
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clearly a part of this consumerization, there is much more to it. All the cool new devices 
also tend to offer a wide range of user preferences, along with instant-on, immediate 
access to applications and data, with real-time information and fast response time. Users 
looking for a new application have only to go to the app store of choice, search, click and 
download that app, and they are off and running. 

 In fact, a recent survey showed that a majority of employees under 30 feel they have 
better technology at home than at work. The new generation of workers has never lived 
without computers, and many have never lived without a smartphone – they are “born 
digital” vs. the previous generation who were “taught digital.” This trend brings with it 
something much more important than new devices; that is, the expectation of immediacy 
– of finding and loading new applications, accessing real-time information, changing user 
settings and more. The risk here is that if corporate IT cannot deliver solutions that match 
their level of expectations, users will simply circumvent IT and go directly to the public 
cloud for their solutions. 

 Endpoint device choices 

Over the past decade, the number and types of endpoint device choices has skyrocketed, 
and consequently, the number of user devices within corporations has as well. As users 
began connecting from various computers at home or on the road, corporate IT began 
experimenting with Bring Your Own PC (BYOPC) initiatives, allowing users to connect from 
their own PCs. This grew into Bring Your Own Computer (BYOC), and eventually with the 
plethora of new mobile devices to Bring Your Own Device (BYOD). The advent of the iPad 
and its popularity amongst corporate executives in particular, has increased the urgency 
for IT to support the emerging BYOD trend. 

 In addition to mobile devices, thin client options have expanded from their early days to 
include many varieties of devices and embedded operating systems, as well as new zero 
client devices, with no operating system at all. Unified communications and VOIP have 
gained new traction, with possibilities of merging communications, and collaboration 
into desktop and application virtualization strategies. 

Estimates today are that there are 1.4 billion user devices, with the average corporation 
having over 1 million unique user configurations. The average user has three to five devices. 
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As a result, IT needs to shift from a device-centric (desktop) focus to a user-centric focus, 
supporting desktop and applications across whatever devices users may have. 

OS choices 

One of the major issues in desktop support over the years has had to do with patching and 
upgrading software versions, both operating systems and applications. This continues to 
be true, with major efforts currently underway in most enterprises to upgrade enterprise 
desktops to Windows 7, given the Windows XP end-of-life target date of April 2014. 

Windows 8 is next, with many enterprises already planning for that upgrade as well. 
Application software upgrades need to be considered as part of these efforts, with 
consideration for which legacy applications might or might not run in these new 
environments. As mobile devices become more prevalent, Windows is only part of the 
issue, and other mobile operating systems such as iOS and Android and their apps and 
upgrades must be considered as well. 

 Virtualization: IT Infrastructure Virtualization Trends 

 Of course, one of the biggest trends in desktop and application delivery is the ongoing 
evaluation, implementation and adoption of many flavors of both desktop and application 
virtualization. 

 Adoption 

Despite many early, failed proof of concept (POC) attempts implementing VDI (Virtual 
Desktop Infrastructure), successful implementation and adoption of VDI along with other 
desktop and application virtualization technologies has increased substantially over the 
past several years. (See Figure 1.)
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 According to a recent FOCUS/Interop survey of Interop NY attendees, in companies with 
over 100 employees, adoption of desktop virtualization reached 42% of respondents in 
production, with 35% in various stages of planning (from less than 6 months to greater 
than 12 months). These numbers were up significantly from the previous year, which 
showed 20% in production, and 40 % in the planning stages. 

Application Virtualization adoption is actually higher than desktop virtualization, with 50% 
in production, and 20% in the planning stages. This is likely due to several reasons:  

1. Many users in the past few years have evaluated/implemented both of these technologies to help with 
the migration to Windows 7. 

2. Both application and desktop virtualization offer help in this migration process; however, application 
virtualization is far simpler to implement. 

3. There have been various barriers to desktop virtualization that have only recently been overcome (see 
the Section on Desktop Transformation Barriers below), and many POCs in previous years have stalled 
due to these barriers. 

4. Application virtualization can be used both with and without desktop virtualization. 

As a result, the adoption of application virtualization has grown more quickly for the past 
few years, both in conjunction with desktop virtualization and as a standalone technology.
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Desktop and application virtualization progress 

The recent growth in adoption of these technologies has been accelerated by a number of 
key factors, including various technical improvements in the major vendors’ solutions, and 
emerging technologies and best practices for successful implementation. 

The architecture for early VDI solutions required significant investment in expensive 
SAN storage, causing the cost per desktop to be far greater for VDI than for traditional 
desktops. As a result, many early POCs resulted in cancelled projects. As VDI solutions 
have matured, more sophisticated storage architectures allow smarter use of storage, 
bringing down the CapEx cost for VDI such that, if implemented well, CapEx for VDI is now 
in the same ballpark as traditional desktops. Additional technologies have now emerged 
and matured involving layering of application virtualization and personalization, to enable 
stateless desktops and better cost models. In addition, practitioners have gained more 
experience, and recognized that VDI is only one option, and should be used in conjunction 
with other technologies such as terminal services/remote desktop services (TS/RDS) from 
Microsoft, or multi-user/published applications via XenApp from Citrix. This use of multiple 
technologies, coupled with the increase in the use of multiple hypervisors (see Figure 2) is 
part of a clear trend towards hybrid desktop and application virtualization environments.
 

  Going forward, in order to be successful, most organizations will have a hybrid environ-
ment, with both multiple virtualization technologies (server virtualization, VDI, published
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 applications, client hypervisors, personalization, etc.) and multiple virtualization ven-
dors (VMware, Citrix, Microsoft and others.) As a result, management tools that support 
multi-vendor, hybrid environments will become increasingly important. 

 Transformation Business Drivers: IT issues 

 There are a number of strong business drivers for desktop transformation and modern-
ization, both from IT’s perspective and from the users’ perspective. Desktop support and 
application support and management in general, and during operating system and appli-
cation software patches and upgrades, in particular, consume a huge amount of resourc-
es, and operating costs and upgrade costs are extremely high. Reducing support time 
and costs through improved and centralized management would be a big win for IT. 

In addition, other business changes within organizations are placing new demands on 
IT. Users working from home, and other BYOC/BYOD requests are driving additional 
requirements for IT to support various devices, connections and desktop and application 
access. The increase in mergers and acquisitions in various business segments, along with 
turnover in the user base (terminating former employees and onboarding new employees) 
has also put pressure on IT to provide instant capability to turn on or turn off user desktops 
and applications. Finally, the increase in security issues and risk of information theft of data 
stored on laptops has driven many IT organizations to seek ways of storing data centrally 
behind the firewall, rather than on hundreds or thousands of laptops. 

Transformation Business Drivers: Changing User Needs 
 

Users are pushing for this transformation as well, with changing user needs in terms of 
mobility, use cases and new devices. 
 

Increased user mobility 

 Users today are increasingly mobile, with fewer users working only from a single corporate 
desktop. Even users with a single primary location are asking for the ability to access their 
applications and data from different locations across corporate offices. Many users 
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also want remote access while traveling, both to remote offices connecting inside the 
corporate intranet, and when connecting from outside the firewall, over the internet. 
Economic conditions have increased the number of contract workers being used, creating 
the need for companies to give contractors temporary access, often from computers that 
are not owned by the company, and often over international borders. And of course, with 
workdays no longer being nine to five, working from home has become the new norm, 
again often from computers not owned by the company. 

 Broad range of user types and requirements 

Along with increased mobility in general, there are also more types of users to support, 
each with their own types of requirements. Task workers for example, tend to access 
the same few applications repeatedly, with little to no customization. These users, often 
reservation agents or call center workers are well suited to hosted or published applications 
via RDS or XenApp environments. Power users, such as developers or CAD engineers may 
need complete access to a full desktop that they can reconfigure and reboot as needed, 
and are a better fit for either traditional desktops or a VDI virtual desktop. Knowledge 
workers, using apps like the MS Office suite, to create data used by others, may need one 
or the other, or a combination. Users such as road warriors, whose main characteristic is 
being mobile and often disconnected from the network may be a good fit for offline VDI 
or client hypervisors. 
 

The changing “Desktop” 
 

The recent onslaught of new devices like iPhones, iPads and Android tablets is one of the 
biggest drivers of desktop transformation/modernization. Although most corporate users 
still have either a traditional desktop or laptop (or both), most also now have a smartphone 
or tablet (or both). They may also connect from thin clients, newer zero clients, and/or 
netbooks. And with many of these devices now owned by C-level executives, supporting 
these new devices has become a requirement, rather than an option, provided the IT user 
support manager wants to stay employed. It is better to be the hero offering secure access 
to corporate applications from all the new devices, than to be the one saying no. 
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 Need to assess user requirements and use cases
 

With all the different types of devices, users, and connections, there is rarely a one size 
fits all solution. Assessing the user base and really knowing your users is critical. The 
key to success is understanding all of the different user requirements and use cases, 
and applying the correct blend of technologies to meet all of the various users’ needs. 
The more you know about your users the better; what applications they are using, what 
horsepower they need (processing, memory, storage and networking), what devices 
they use and where they connect from are all important factors. Finally, knowing what 
percentage of users fit into which use case can be very helpful in choosing the best com-
bination of solutions for your environment.

Desktop Transformation Technologies: More than VDI 
 

One of the early lessons learned in desktop virtualization POCs was that force fitting all 
types of use cases into a VDI model is a mistake, both in terms of user satisfaction and cost 
per desktop. Along with that lesson came the understanding that desktop virtualization 
alone was not sufficient, and that coupling desktop virtualization with other technologies 
at the application and user layers offered a much better user experience AND at a lower 
overall cost. 
 

Desktop Virtualization Layering 
 

Experienced practitioners today agree that a layered approach is the best approach. Not 
all layers are necessarily used in every case, but having the right layers available as needed 
can make a huge difference. Figure 3 shows a full traditional desktop stack on the left and 
the relationship between the various virtualization layers on the right 
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  Virtualization at its basic level can be described as abstracting one layer away from the 
layer beneath it. Hardware virtualization, whether on a server or a desktop abstracts 
the operating system away from the underlying hardware, making the virtual server or 
desktop portable across hardware systems. Likewise, application virtualization abstracts 
applications away from the operating system, making them portable as well. User vir-
tualization, also known as personalization or persona management, abstracts all of the 
user settings and preferences away from the underlying applications. Leveraging this 
layering approach allows users to operate in their own environment with all their own 
applications and settings, while operating in a stateless virtual machine, sharing common 
operating system and application images, dramatically reducing the cost per desktop, 
both of storage and of ongoing support. (See more information on this below.)

Desktops

There are two major types of desktop virtualization: server-hosted desktop virtualiza-
tion and client-hosted desktop virtualization. Server-hosted options leverage software 
that operates on a server, and delivers desktops or applications over a network to user 
access devices (historically, a rich, thin or zero client device, now also including tablets 
and smartphones). Server-hosted options include two different technologies – virtual 
desktop infrastructure (VDI) and hosted/published desktop and/or applications via Citrix 
XenApp and or Microsoft Terminal Services (TS), now known as Remote Desktop Services 
(RDS). Published desktops/applications have been around much longer, and were known 
for years as Server Based Computing (SBC), pioneered by Citrix. There are millions of 
users running this model, largely task users such as call center agents and reservation 
agents. 
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For these types of applications, this approach, especially when layered with today’s 
personalization techniques, provide the best solution, with the highest density or con-
solidation ratio (i.e., number of users/server). For users requiring their own complete 
virtual desktop, which can be for a variety of reasons (e.g., the need for users to have 
more control over their desktop, to reboot or reconfigure), VDI offers additional control. 
Leading VDI solutions are available from Citrix (XenDesktop), VMware (View), Microsoft 
(VDI Suite), and Quest/Dell (vWorkspace). 

 Client-hosted approaches leverage a virtualization layer that operates directly on a client 
PC, allowing multiple virtual desktops to run directly on that PC. Options are available 
for managing these platforms locally or centrally. These solutions are available in both 
hosted virtualization platforms (type 2 hypervisors) and bare metal (type 1 hypervisors). 
Leading client-hosted solutions are available from VMware (Workstation, ACE, VDI Local 
mode), Citrix (XenClient client hypervisor), and Microsoft (Virtual PC, Microsoft Enter-
prise Virtualization (MED-V), Windows 7 XP Mode, and Windows 8/Hyper-V). 
  

Applications 

Application virtualization and streaming technologies abstract applications away from 
both the operating system underlying the application, as well as from other applications 
running in the same environment. Applications run inside a “sandbox”, with their own 
virtualized registry, file system, etc., minimizing application interaction problems and 
easing migration to new operating systems (e.g., legacy Windows application can run 
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virtualized in a Windows 7 environment). Some solutions also allow applications to be 
managed centrally then streamed from a central location to remote PCs (either tradi-
tional physical PCs or virtual desktops), and executed locally. Layering virtual applications 
onto a common virtual desktop image allows virtual desktops to be managed using one 
(or several) common images, with different virtual applications layered on top for differ-
ent user types or groups. This approach both improves manageability and reduces costs. 
Leading application virtualization solutions are available from Microsoft (App-V), VM-
ware (ThinApp) and Citrix (XenApp). 

 As application virtualization has evolved, and as consumerization of IT and BYOD initia-
tives have progressed, application management has matured to include enterprise app 
stores and service catalogs containing virtual applications in various formats. These app 
stores allow users to search for apps, and download them in the correct format (e.g. 
App-V, ThinApp, and MSI). Managing the packaging and licenses for all these flavors of 
applications is a critical part of successfully managing desktop transformation. 

Desktop Transformation Barriers 
 

Rapid adoption of desktop virtualization has been predicted for the past five years, and 
yet production use of virtual desktops has been slower to materialize than expected. 
This has been due to a variety of barriers that were present early on, most of which have 
been eliminated or greatly mitigated. This progress and the features that have evolved to 
overcome these early barriers, together address cost, complexity and maturity concerns, 
and are now resulting in successful POCs and more virtual desktops in production.
 
Barriers Advances Helping to Overcome Barriers 
Storage issues; high storage 
cost per desktop 

Improved shared image management and storage techniques, layering techniques, 
application virtualization, personalization 

User experience; user interface Protocol enhancements (3D rich graphics, peripheral support, etc.), User interface 
improvements (touch screens, small screen sizes, etc.) 

Lack of personalization Layering user info on top of virtual desktops and virtual applications via personaliza-
tion or persona management solutions 

Mobile and offline user issues Offline/local mode, client hypervisors, application streaming 
Licensing and software costs 
issues 

New licensing types, license management technology advances 

Table 1 - Overcoming Desktop Virtualization Barriers
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The Role of Application Virtualization 
 
Although desktop virtualization gets more press, application virtualization actually has a higher adoption rate. 
Used with both desktop virtualization and traditional, physical desktops, application virtualization has gained 
significant traction due to a variety of key benefits:  

•	 Easing OS migration by allowing legacy Windows applications to run on Windows 7 
•	 Allowing multiple versions of an application to run simultaneously on the same desktop 
•	 Avoiding conflicts between applications (e.g. registry issues) and eliminating DLL Hell 
•	 Layering onto VDI virtual desktops to create stateless desktops with different applications by user or user 

group 
•	 Simplifying application management & minimizing regression testing, reducing costs 
•	 Extending existing ESD tools & infrastructures to continue to bring value in today’s virtualized world 

 

Personalization/User Virtualization 
 

The uppermost layer of virtualization, abstracting the user workspace and settings from 
the applications and operating systems, is known as user virtualization, personalization, 
or persona management. It began years ago at its most basic level with Microsoft roaming 
profiles and folder redirection, and has now matured to include a wide variety of user 
settings, printer settings, user location and other context information, user policies, and 
user installed applications. 

 Like application virtualization, many personalization solutions can be used across both 
virtual and physical desktops, and across various virtualization vendor solutions. Leading 
vendors in this space include the major desktop virtualization vendors – Citrix, VMware 
and Microsoft, with varying solutions (both in-house developed and gained through 
acquisition), and smaller vendors such as RES, AppSense, Liquidware Labs, Unidesk, and 
others.

Introducing: InTalent’s WiCE 
 

In today’s highly competitive markets, enterprises need IT to be more agile. Yet current 
business demands are quickly exceeding IT capabilities. End users want immediate access 
to information on a wider variety of mobile and connected devices. However, current 
computing silos and application portfolios running on fragmented infrastructure make it 
difficult for IT teams to manage systems, add new applications and handle increasing 
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volumes of data. Decreased IT resources and legacy management tools further hinder IT 
efforts to maintain service levels and reduce operational costs. Businesses are looking for 
a better approach.

Cloud computing represents a profound shift in the IT model. It allows IT organizations to 
move to a more flexible, on-demand approach—IT as a Service. Cloud computing trans-
forms how IT builds applications, how IT runs and delivers those applications, and how 
end users consume applications across devices. While the cost benefits are well under-
stood, progressive companies now see the cloud as a platform for IT and business trans-
formation.

In this rapidly changing world the key to doing business better is not to create new 
technologies rather it is the ability and skills to effectively innovate and create breakthrough 
applications at the intersection of technologies. Guided by innovation and low cost solutions 
that not only addresses science and technology issues but culminate in the transfer of 
commercial applications, InTalent has built its own “Wireless Center of Excellence” (WiCE) 
that will result in developing critical technologies of information revolution and foster 
new enterprise development. InTalent’s WiCE is devoted to create a new generation of 
wire engineering in the areas of cloud computing, wireless communication and wireless 
multimedia that addresses the needs of small to medium organizations.

InTalent’s WiCE Solutions:

IT as a Service, delivered through a cloud model, demands a foundation of dynamic, 
scalable, intelligent virtual infrastructure. As the innovative leader in virtualization and 
cloud infrastructure, InTalent’s WiCE provides the following solutions:
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CloudFarms - Intelligent Virtual Infrastructure. Delivered Your Way.
 

With CloudFarms, businesses overcome the constraints imposed by their current IT 
environments. They transform their datacenters into intelligent virtual infrastructure 
through a pragmatic path that minimizes risk and disruption. By providing organizations 
with the flexibility to rapidly adapt to changing business needs, VMware revolutionizes 
the traditional paradigm of IT management from “alert and respond” to “respond and 
alert.” The infrastructure platform’s built-in intelligence automates and eliminates 
previously manual tasks, as infrastructure operations become increasingly transparent to 
IT operations.
 
•	 With CloudFarms intelligent virtual infrastructure, you can adopt the only cloud that matters—your 

cloud. The VMware approach enables you to extend current investments on your journey to deploy a 
cloud model that meets your unique business needs. Your cloud accelerates IT, which in turn accelerates 
meaningful results for your business.

•	 CloudFarms solutions allow you to virtualize and run critical business applications with confidence. 
They provide zero-touch infrastructure and automate operations to deliver high quality of service while 
dramatically reducing operational cost.

•	 CloudFarms infrastructure and management solutions allow IT to gracefully handle the proliferation of 
new workloads and applications, streamline processes, and quickly address changing business needs. 
Intelligent virtual infrastructure is delivered your way so IT can meet your unique business challenges.
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Wopt 
 

Wi-Fi planning tools are everywhere and they create deployment plans to install APs. 
Conventional network management software can identify bottlenecks and anomalous 
operation. However neither type of tool is capable of truly optimizing a WLAN to perform 
at its maximal efficiency in its given location.
 

Thanks to smartphones and tablets, user mobility and dynamic media demands are 
growing, making optimization a moving target in time. This adds another dimension to 
the consequences of suboptimal operation. 
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 InTalent’s Wopt (Wireless Optimization tool) gives you the right tools to keep up with 
these changing requirements, traffic models, and the whims of Wi-Fi network users. 
To realistically take into account essential factors describing a Wi-Fi network in the real 
world, we fully specify:
 
•	 Type of deployment environment (Office, Warehouse, Open Space etc.)
•	 Multi-floor, 3D deployment area within which APs are placed
•	 Walls and partitions with specified parameters
•	 AP specifications as well as 3D antenna patterns

 

 

Wopt delivers optimal WLAN performance in real world conditions, both in planning and 
on-going maintenance stages of wireless network deployment, which is made possible by 
Wopt’s Advanced Tuning Technology.
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Wopt uses a philosophy of progressive fidelity:
 
•	 Define the deployment area and you get a generic layout (coverage)
•	 Define the environment and propagation is considered (office, warehouse, ...)
•	 Define walls and the attenuation is well characterized (drywall, metal, concrete, …)
•	 Define the AP equipment and the protocol fidelity improves (802.11b/g/a/n, …)
•	 Define specific customizable parameters and the Wi-Fi network representation is closer yet (delays, QoS)

 

Key Features
 

Optimal Wi-Fi performance
 
•	 Not all Wi-Fi deployment plans are created equal, only the best serve.
•	 Superior to conventional connectivity-only based technologies
•	 Complete and precise by correctly addressing salient factors from RF to MAC
•	 Calibrated with the real world Wi-Fi environment through WLAN Site Survey and Spectrum Analysis 

capabilities.
•	 Highly adaptable to specific performance requirements, deployment scenarios, devices properties, and 

traffic profiles
•	 Quickly reach optimums using Wopt Advanced Wi-Fi Tuning Technology.

 

Automatic Optimization; Continuous and in Real-time
 
•	 Networks conditions change, so should your WLANs, effortlessly.
•	 Vastly superior to error-prone manual approaches for performance tuning.
•	 Leverages third-party WLAN Management Systems without additional support.
•	 Gives peace-of-mind through continuous performance audits of the WLAN network.
•	 Adaptation to changing network conditions and changing user demands assures optimum performance 

at all times.
 

In-depth insights into actual WLAN performance

 
•	 Easy to use “what-if” analysis avoids the risk and cost of real world trial and error
•	 Change properties of traffic flows , environment, and WLAN components then immediately see the 

effects through various heat-maps.
•	 Warns of coverage holes, hidden node’s effects, etc.
•	 Virtual Site Survey shows performance of various client types anywhere in the network.
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Ease of use with an unprecedented feature rich set
 
•	 User experience matters, try Wopt and see the difference
•	 Built-in wizards help automate tasks like WLAN upgrades and auto-deployment.
•	 Real 3-D multi-floor analysis reflects signal leaks from other floors.
•	 Import third party planning data to avoid duplication of work.
•	 Easy placing and specifying of walls greatly reduces the time it takes to plan a WLAN.
•	 Customizable reports for generated deployment plans.

VirtualBridge - A self-service mobile security solution for simple, risk-free BYOD

 An increasingly sophisticated consumer who wants to be always-on and connected 
is driving the growth of mobile devices and BYOD. InTalent’s VirtualBridge is a simple, 
self-service mobile security solution that eliminates IT involvement in device registration, 
allowing you to manage the growth of personal and corporate-owned devices without 
increasing IT staff levels. Easy to deploy and maintain, VirtualBridge allows employees, 
contractors and guests to register their own devices in order to gain access to your net-
work. Once a device has been registered and on-boarded, the solution audits and tracks 
all devices, tying mobile security to network access for complete control.
 

The InTalent WiCE Platform
The InTalent WiCE platform delivers a unified approach to mobile security, address management, automation and
Self-service, empowering you with the actionable network intelligence needed to manage everything-IP on your network.

Flexible Deployment Options
WiCE products can be deployed as physical servers, virtual servers or a hosted service. Whatever your scale, needs or budget, our products 
deliver the right balance of performance, scalability and cost effectiveness.

P Physical Servers V Virtual Servers P Hosted Services

WiCE hardened physical servers combine 
our secure OS and management software 
in a purpose-built, low-TCO package

Quick and easy to deploy and maintain. 
WiCE virtual servers optimize operating 
cost, power, cooling and footprint.

WiCE cloud-based Hosted Services, which 
include external DNS and iPAM, address 
the needs of any customers.

Why Evaluate InTalent WiCE’s Products and Services? 
 

With all the other priorities facing IT, why evaluate InTalent WiCE’s solutions? The answer 
is that if done well, centralizing and modernizing IT Infrastructure virtualization can 
dramatically reduce infrastructure management and support costs AND improve user 
satisfaction. Leveraging the latest technologies, paying attention to the lessons learned 
from past mistakes, understanding your requirements, thinking through all the necessary
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 considerations, and carefully planning right from the start can bring the following benefits: 
 
•	 Provisioning and updating from shared OS and application images can reduce both storage costs and 

management/support costs.
•	 Minimizing the number of OS and application software versions and images, layering applications and 

leveraging application virtualization can reduce or eliminate application interaction support problems 
•	 Optionally implementing thin or zero client devices can minimize or eliminate any software running on 

physical desktops 
•	 Running virtual desktops in the datacenter and storing user data behind the firewall rather than on 

laptop hard drives increases security by reducing the risks involved with stolen or lost laptops 
•	 Centrally managing and controlling software releases can increase desktop reliability, availability, 

serviceability by eliminating user errors in software installation and configuration 
•	 Using current desktop hardware as thin clients while running newer OS and application software on 

centralized desktops can increase the lifespan of current hardware 
•	 Running virtual desktops allows IT to automatically backup user data 
•	 Centrally managing virtual infrastructure allows successfully integration with new tablet, mobile and 

BYOD strategies 
 

The bottom line is that carefully planning, implementing and managing a well-thought-out 
desktop transformation strategy can provide cost-effective, secure desktop and application 
access from any device, anywhere. 

IT Infrastructure Virtualization Transformation Considerations 
 

Planning for your transformation efforts is critical to the success of the entire project, 
and this planning should start with considering who your users are, what they do cur-
rently, and what they will need going forward. The following considerations are a starting 
point for understanding all the requirements of all your users: 
 
•	 What are the various use cases that exist within your user base? What percentage of your user base fits 

in each type? 
•	 Which desktop operating systems and applications are used by which users today and in the future? 
•	 What devices are being used to access corporate applications? 
•	 What network connections are being used to access corporate applications? 
•	 Who owns the PCs and other devices accessing corporate applications? 
•	 What is the Windows upgrade status/plan (for Windows 7, Windows 8)? 
•	 Which, if any, users have offline requirements and for which applications? 
•	 What are the performance requirements for various users and applications 
•	 What type of graphics capabilities do various users require? 
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You should add your specific additional considerations, based on your knowledge of 
your users. The combined list then provides a foundation for building your desktop 
transformation strategy, including how to select the right types of technologies to 
implement, and the best combination of vendors to deliver those technologies.

IT Infrastructure Virtualization Transformation Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
 

IT Infrastructure modernization and transformation today can bring many benefits. If 
done well, it can help IT reduce time, energy and money spent on user support while 
also improving the users’ experience, allowing access from any device to any application, 
anywhere. Here are some final recommendations for ensuring success: 
 
•	 Examine ALL your use case requirements, understanding what your users do, what applications they run, 

what they need access to, and how they work every day 
•	 Consider all access devices –PCs, thin/zero clients, tablets, mobile -and be clear on what you will support, 

and develop policies for supporting each type of device 
•	 Consider storage, networking, compute and security as key parts of your decision and build cross-

functional teams including representatives from each of those areas as you build your strategy 
•	 Evaluate both the user experience and the IT infrastructure impact (storage, network, and compute) as 

part of your decision processes 
•	 Don’t just treat desktops like servers –the workloads and characteristics are very different. Understand 

the characteristics of how your users do their work 
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